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We consider a recurrent IFS with place-dependent transition weights. By using
the quasi-compact operator theory and the spectral theory of positive operators,
the eigen-problem of the given system is studied. This is the vector analogue of Fan
Ž .and Lau’s results 1999, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 231, 319344 .  2001 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Ž .  4NLet X, d be a compact metric space and let w be a set ofi i1
 4Ncontractive maps from X into X. We call w an iterated functionj j1
Ž .  4Nsystem IFS on X. Let p be a set of strictly positive functions on X.j j1
Ž  4N .Write K for the attractor of the IFS X, w ; i.e., K is a non-emptyj j1
N Ž .compact subset of X and equals  w K . The eigen-problem of thej1 j
 following equation has been studied in 4 :
N
1 p  w . 0.1Ž . Ž .Ý j j
j1
Ž .Here  is a probability measure on K. For investigating Eq. 0.1 , Fan and
Ž . Ž .Lau considered the Ruelle operator S: C K  C K defined by
N
Sf x  p w x f w x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý j j j
j1
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 By using the RuellePerronFrobenius theorem 2, 7 , they showed that
 4, Theorem 1.1
THEOREM 0.1. If p is strictly positie and log p is Lipschitz, 1 jN,j j
Ž .then there exist  0, a strictly positie function h C K , and a probability
measure  on K such that
² :Sh h , S*  , h ,   1.
Ž .Moreoer for eery f C K , we hae
1
n ² :S f f ,  h uniformly.n
 In 1 , Bransley et al. introduced the more general concept of recurrent
iterated function systems with constant transition probabilities. We recall
Ž  4N .that a recurrent iterated function system consists of an IFS X, wj j1
Ž . Nand a NN row-stochastic matrix p ; i.e., p 	 0, Ý p  1 for alli j i j j1 i j
i, and for any i, j there exist i  i, i , . . . , i  j such that p p 1 2 n i i i i1 2 2 3
p  0. In this paper, we study the case where the constant p ’s arei i i jn 1 n
Ž . Ž .replaced by variables p x ’s C X . And we prove an analogous resulti j 

of Theorem 0.1 in this new setting.
Ž .Let D: XM  be a continuous-non-negative NN matrix-val-N 

Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .ued function; write D d  , d   C X . For any continu-i j 1 i, j N i j 

N Ž N . Ž . tous  or  -valued function f on X, we write f f , . . . , f ,1 N
Ž . Ž N . Ž Ž N .. Nf  C X . Let C X, resp. C X, be the collection of all  -i
Ž N .  valued resp.  -valued continuous functions on X. Define f 
 Ž .  4 Ž N .    sup f x x  X , f  C X,  , where v  max  , v 1 j N j
Ž . N Ž N . , . . . ,   or  . Throughout the paper, e denotes the constant1 N
Ž . t Ž N .vector function 1, . . . , 1  C X, .
Ž N . Ž N .An operator L: C X,  C X, is called a submarkov operator
Ž . t Ž .if L is positive and Le e. A vector v  , . . . ,  	 0 resp.  0 in1 N
N Ž . means that  	 0 resp.  0 for all i.i
Ž  4N .DEFINITION 0.2. We call a triple X, w , D a recurrent iteratedj j1
Ž . N Ž .function system if it satisfies the following two conditions: i Ý d x j1 i j
Ž .1, for all x X, 1 iN and ii for any 1 i, jN, there exists a
finite sequence 1 j , . . . , j N, such that1 k1
d x d w x  d w  w x  0Ž . Ž . Ž .i j j j j j j j j1 1 2 1 k1 k1 1
for all x X.
Ž  4N .Throughout the paper, X, w , D is a recurrent IFS. Let K be thej j1
 4N Ž N .attractor generated by w and let M K , be the collection of allj j1 
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positive vector-valued regular Borel measures on K. The reader can refer
  Ž N .3 for the theory of vector-valued measures. For each M K , ,

Ž . twrite   , . . . ,  ;  is a positive regular Borel measure on K. For1 N i
Ž N . Ž N . ² :each f C K , and M K , , the duality f, is given by

N Ž . Ž N .Ý  f . We define the associated submarkov operator T : C K , i1 i i
Ž N .C K , by
N
T f x  d x f w x 0.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi i j j j
j1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . tfor 1 iN, where D x  d x and f f , . . . , f i j 1 i, j N 1 N
Ž N . Ž N .C K , . Under the above duality, the adjoint operator T*: M K , 

Ž N .M K , is given by

N
1T*  d   w ; 0.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j Ý i j i j
i1
Ž . Ž . N Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., T*  Ý H w x d x d x ,  C K for 1 jN andj i1 j i j j
Ž . t Ž N .  , . . . ,  M K , .1 N 

Ž .Remarks. i For each k	 1, we have
T k f x  d x d w x  d w  w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i j j j j j j j j1 1 2 1 k1 k k1 1
1j , . . . , j N1 n
 f w  w x .Ž .j j jk k 1
Ž .ii T satisfies the submarkov property; i.e., T is positive and T e e.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii We write d x  d x d w x  d w  w x , where i j j j j j j j j1 1 2 1 k1 k1 1
Ž . is a path ij  j j . By Definition 0.2, for 1 s, tN, there exists a1 k1
Ž . Ž .path   sj  j t such that d y  0, for all y K. Thus if we letst 1 k1  s t
   l
 1max  , where  denotes the length of the path  ,1 s, t N st st st
then T le 0.
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the eigen-problems of
Ž . Ž .  4  0.2 and 0.3 . We will use the symbolic space Ł 1, . . . , N as in 4 .0
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. lFix 	 0, 1 . We define a metric 
 on  by 
 x , y  	 , where l isi i
Ž .the largest integer such that x  y , 0 i l. Then , 
 is a compacti i
metric space. Note that by the contractibility of w , lim w  w xj k j j0 k1
Ž .always exists in K , for each x K , j j   , and this limit does not0 1
depend on the choice of x. Hence one can define the model map
 :  K
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by
 j j   lim w w  w x .Ž .0 1 j j j0 1 k1k
 Note that  is a continuous surjective map 6 .
Ž . Ž .Let  :   be the left shift operator; i.e., x x   x x  .0 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .For each k 1, . . . , N, define  :   by x x   kx x  . Wek 0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .also write  x kx, x . For 1 i, jN, we set d   d   ,k i j i j
Ž . Ž  4N . , and D  d . Then ,  , D is also a recurrent IFS. Let i j j j1 
Ž N . Ž N .T : C ,  C , be the corresponding submarkov operator as in
Ž .0.2 . Then we have the commutative diagram
TN NC  , C  ,Ž . Ž .
*  *

NN  C K ,C K , Ž .Ž .
T
0.4Ž .
where * is the natural map induced by  .
1. RECURRENT IFS ON SYMBOLIC SPACE
Ž  4N .Throughout this section, let ,  , D be a recurrent IFS and let Tj j1
Ž .be the corresponding submarkov operator as in 0.2 .
Ž N . ² :LEMMA 1.1. Let M , with  0; then e, T*  0.

Ž .Proof. By the remark iii in the introduction, there exists an integer
l ² : Ž .l	 1 so that T e 0. Since e,  0, there exists  such that  1 i i0 0
² : l ² l :0. If e, T*  0, then T*  0. From this we see that 0 e, T*  
l l² : ²Ž . :T e, 	 T e ,   0. We have a contradiction.i i0 0
PROPOSITION 1.2. All notation is as in Lemma 1.1. Then there exists a
Ž . Ž N . ² :ector measure   , . . . ,  M , so that e,   1 and T*1 N 

² : , where  e, T*  0.
Moreover,   0, for all 1 iN.i
 Ž N .  ² : 4Proof. Set B  M , e,  1 . Then B is a w*-com-1 
 1
 ² :pact convex set. Define an operator T : B  B by  T* e, T* .1 1 1
Note that by Lemma 1.1, T is well defined. The SchauderTychonoff1




² :where  e, T*  0. We are now going to show that   0, for alli
1 iN. Suppose there exists 1 j N such that   0; then we0 j0
Ž .have  1  0. Letj0
t
Ne x  0, . . . , 0, 1 , 0, . . . , 0  .Ž .j0 ž /
j th0
Ž .Fix 1 iN, then there exists a path u ij  j j such that1 r1 0
Ž .d x  0, for all x . On the other hand, we see thatu
r r² : ² r : ² r : ² :0  1   e ,   e , T*   T e ,  	 d , Ž .j j j j u i0 0 0 0
² :and hence d ,   0. Since d  0,   0. Therefore,  0, which is au i u i
² :contradiction to e,   1.
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let  and  be as in Proposition 1.2. Suppose that
Ž . Žlog d x is Lipschitz, 1 i, jN. For the conention here, we seti j
. Ž N .log 0 and 
  0. Then there exists h C , with h 0,
² :h,   1, and T h h.
Ž .Proof. By the assumption of d x , there exists a constant b 0 suchi j
 Ž . Ž .  l Ž . lthat log d x  log d x  b	 whenever 
 x, x  	 and 1 i, ji j i j





    .. Putl
N  ² : f C  , 0 f e, f,   1 andŽ .
f x  B f x if 
 x , x  	 l .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4l
 Ž . Ž .Notice that  is uniformly bounded and f x  f x  B  1, wheneverl
Ž . l  
 x, x  	 and for all f. Then, by Ascoli’s theorem,  is  -
Ž . b	 l Ž . Ž . lcompact. Also notice that d x  e d x if 
 x, x  	 , and 1 i,i j i j
1 Ž .jN. Using the submarkovian property of T ,  T  . Since  is a
  -compact convex set, by the SchauderTychonoff fixed point theorem,
there exists h such that T h h.
It remains to show that h 0. Suppose there exist 1 i N and0
Ž .z  such that h z  0. Then for any 1 jN, there exists a pathi0
Ž . Ž . k k i j  j j such that d x  0, x . Since T h  h, we see0 1 k1 
Ž . Ž . Ž .that h jj  j z  0. Notice that 0 h jx  B h jj  j z j k1 1 j 0 j k1 1
Ž .0, x . Thus we have h jx  0, for all x  and for all 1 jN. Itj
follows that
N
h x  T h x  d x h jx  0, for all x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýii i j j
j1
² :Thus h 0, which contradicts h,   1.
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2. QUASI-COMPACT OPERATORS
We first recall some basic properties of quasi-compact operators.
Ž  .DEFINITION 2.1. Let E,  be a complex Banach space and let r	 0.
Ž .A bounded operator L: E E is said to have property DF r if there
 exists a norm  on E satisfying the following properties:
Ž . Ž  . Ž  .i L: E,   E,  is compact,
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii there exist positive sequences R and r such that rn n
1 n Ž . Ž .lim r  
 L , where 
 L denotes the spectral radius of L andn n
 n     L x  R x 
 r x , for all x E and for all n.n n
DEFINITION 2.2. A bounded operator L: E E from a Banach space
E to itself is called quasi-compact if there exists a decomposition E
FG with the following properties:
Ž .i F and G are closed L-invariant subspaces,
Ž .ii 1 dim F ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .  iii there exists 0 r  
 L such that 
 L  r and  	 r0 G 0 0
 for all  in the spectrum of L , where L  L and L  L .G FF G F
 The following theorem is due to Hennion 5, Corollary 1 . We will use it
later.
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. If a bounded operator L: E E has property DF r for
some r	 0, then L is quasi-compact.
We define
 f x  f yŽ . Ž .
 f  sup x , y  , x y	 ½ 5
 x , yŽ .
 Ž N .    4and let L  f C , f   . Note that L is the space of		 	
N  Lipschitz  -valued functions on . Define a norm on L by f 		
    Ž   .f 
 f . Then the space L ,  is a Banach space. Also, by Ascoli’s 	 		
Ž   .  theorem, any bounded subset of L ,  is  -compact.	 	
We are now returning to the submarkov operator T in the previous
Ž .section. All notation is as before. Notice that if d x is Lipschitz on ,i j
Ž .1 i, jN, then T L  L , where T is the associated submarkov	 	
Ž . Ž .operator as in 0.2 here, we consider the complex extension of T . Write
T  T : L  L .L	 	 		
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. If d x is Lipschitz on , 1 i, jN, then there is C 0i j
so that
 n      nT f  C f 
 f 	 for all f L , n.	  		 	
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N Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that since Ý d x  1, 1 iN, and d x is Lip-j1 i j i j
     schitz, one can find a constant C  0 such that T f  C f 
 f 	 ,	  	1 	 1
f L . We now construct a positive sequence C inductively satisfying	 k
 k      kT f  C f 
 f 	 , f L , k	 1.	  		 k 	
Suppose that C , 1 k l, have been constructed. Thenk
 l
1      lT f  C T f 
 T f 		  		 l 	 	
      l C f 
 C f 
 f 	 	Ž .  	l 1
l     l
1 C 
 C 	 f 
 f 	 .Ž .  	l 1
Thus we can take C  C 
 C 	 l, for all l	 1, and this impliesl
1 l 1
C1
C l 1 	
Ž .for all l	 1. So we can take C C  1 	  0, and the result follows.1
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that T e e. Then T : L  L is quasi-com-	 	 	 	
pact.
Ž .Proof. By Theorem 2.3, we need to show that T has property DF 	 .	
Ž   .By Ascoli’s theorem, we first notice that the closed unit ball of L ,  		
  Ž   . Ž   .is  -compact. Thus T : L ,   L ,  is compact. On the other 	 	 	 	
 n      nhand, by Lemma 2.4, we can find C 0 so that T f  C f 
 f 	 ,	 	 		
for all f L and n. Since T ne e, we see that	 	
 n   n   n T f  T f 
 T f	  		 	
 n      n   T e f 
 C f 
 	 f   		
  n   1
 C f 
 	 f .Ž .  	
Ž .T e e implies that 1 
 T  the spectral radius of T . Thus we have	 	 	
n 1 nŽ . Ž .	 lim 	  1 
 T . This completes the proof.n 	
In the rest of this section, we will consider the normalization of the
Ž .associated submarkov operators. Notice that if log d x is Lipschitz on ,i j
Ž . b	 l Ž .then there exists a constant b 0 so that d x  e d y wheneveri j i j
Ž . l Ž .x, y  with 
 x, y  	 . From this we see that d x is also a Lipschitzi j
function on . Moreover, in this case, Proposition 1.3 gives that there
Ž . t Ž N . ² :exists h h , . . . , h  C , with h 0, h,   1, and T h h.1 N
Now for each 1 i, jN put
1 h jxŽ .j
dˆ x  d x , x .Ž . Ž .i j i j h xŽ .i
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ˆ ˆ N ˆŽ Ž .. Ž  4 .Let D d x . Then ,  , D is also a recurrent IFS. Leti j 1 i, j N j j1
ˆ NŽ .T be the associated submarkov operator. Let M , be as in

Ž . t Ž N .Proposition 1.2. We set m h  , . . . , h  M , . Now we1 1 N N 

have the following normalization of T.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume that log d x is Lipschitz on , 1 i,i j
jN. Then we hae:
ˆ ˆŽ .i T e e, and T*mm.
ˆŽ . Ž .ii log d x is Lipschitz, 1 i, jN.i j
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . iii T is quasi-compact, where T  T .L	 	 	
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .iv 
 T  1, where 
 T denotes the spectral radius of T .	 	 	
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since T h h and T* , i follows. For part ii , by the
Ž .proof of Proposition 1.3, we see that there exists b 0 so that d x i j
b	 l Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . le d y and h x  B h y whenever x, y  with 
 x, y  	 andi j i l i
1 i, jN, where B is as in Proposition 1.3. From this we havel
ˆ b1	 lˆ ld x  e d y if 
 x , y  	 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j
2b ˆŽ . Ž .where b  
 b. This implies ii . Thus d x is also Lipschitz.Ž .1 i j	 1 	
Ž . Ž .And then iii follows from Proposition 2.5. To prove part iv , we let
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .r 
 T . Since T e e, 1 r. The quasi-compactness of T implies that	 	 	
ˆ    there exists an eigenvalue  of T with  r. Let  L with   1	 	
be a corresponding eigenvector of  . Then we have
ˆ ˆ         r   T   T e   e  1,    	 	
and this completes the proof.
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTY
We first need to recall some spectral properties of positive operators.
  Ž .The readers can refer to Schaefer’s book 7 . Let E be a real or complex
partially ordered Banach space and let C be its positive cone. Let L be a
positive operator of E. If E is real Banach space, the spectrum and
resolvent of L refer to the complex extension of L to the complexification
of E. The following theorem is due to Schaefer 6, Theorem 2, Proposi-
tion 5 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be an ordered Banach space and let C be its positie
cone. Let L be a positie operator of E. Assume that for each 0 x C,
n Ž .there exists n such that L x is an interior point of C. Write 
 L for the
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Ž .spectral radius of L. Then 
 L is the only element in the point spectrum of L
  Ž . Ž .on  
 L , and the multiplicity of 
 L is 1.
Ž N .Recall that an operator L: E E, E a subspace of C X, , is said to
be irreducible if, for each f E with f	 0 and f 0, there exists an
integer s	 1 such that Lsf 0.
LEMMA 3.2. Let m be the ector measure on  as in Proposition 2.6.
Suppose that the associated submarko operator T is irreducible. Then
  n Nˆ ² : Ž .T f f, m e, f C , .
ˆ ˆ ˆ N        Ž .Proof. Since T e e, we see that T f  f T e  f , f C , .   
ˆn N    Ž .Thus T  1, for all n. Since L is  -dense in C , , we need	
to show that
  	nˆ ² :T f f, m e, f L .	 	
We first note that
ˆ 1 1T    M T M  ,Ž . Ž .h h
where
h x 0Ž .1
. .M x  , x .Ž .h . 00 h xŽ .N
ˆn n 1 n ˆŽ .Then T   M T M  , for all n. Thus T is also irreducible.h h
ˆProposition 2.6 and Theorem 3.1 imply that 1 is the only eigenvalue of T	
ˆ  Ž . Ž .on  
 T and has multiplicity 1. And by Proposition 2.6 iii , we have	
the decomposition L e
 E, where E is a closed invariant subspace	
ˆŽ  .and 
 T  1. Let f L . Then f  e
  w, for some  ,   andE	 	 1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆn ˆn ˆŽ  .w E. As T e e, we have T f  e
  T w. Since 
 T  1, weE	 	 1 2 	 	
    	 	n nˆ ˆhave T w 0. Therefore, we have T f e. On the other hand, note	 	 1
ˆ ˆn² : ² : ² :that since T*mm, we have f, m  T f, m   e, m   . Then	 1 1
² :  f, m . The proof is complete.1
4. MAIN RESULTS
The following results are the recurrent IFS setting of Fan and Lau’s
 theorem 4, Theorem 1.1 . Throughout the rest of the paper, let 	 be the
maximum of the contractive ratios of the w ’s and 
 be the metric on j
induced by this 	 .
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Ž  4N Ž Ž .. .THEOREM 4.1. Let ,  , d x be a recurrent IFS, wherej j1 i j 1 i, j N
 4 Ž N . Ž N .Ł 1, . . . , N . Let T : C ,  C , be the corresponding0 
Ž . Ž .submarko operator 0.2 . Suppose that log d x is Lipschitz, 1 i, jN,i j
and T is irreducible. Then
Ž . Ž N .i there exist  0, h  C , with h  0 and   
  
Ž N . ² :M , with e,   1 such that
 
 ² :T h  h , T    , h ,   1.       
Ž . Ž n. n ² : Ž N .ii 1 T   ,  h uniformly, for all  C , .  
Ž .Proof. Part i is the same as Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. We are now
ˆnŽ .going to prove part ii . By the proof of Lemma 3.2, we have T 
n 1 nŽ . Ž N . M T M  for all n. Let  C , . Then by Lemma 3.2,h  h 
we have
1
1 n nˆ ² :M T M   T   , m e uniformly.Ž .h  h  n  
Hence m M  . Then we have h 
1
n ² :T M    , m h uniformly.Ž . h  n 
The theorem follows by observing that
² : ² 1 : ² : , m  M  , M m  M  ,  . h h  h   
By Theorem 4.1, the proof of the following theorem is similar to that in
Fan and Lau’s paper. For the sake of completeness, we give the proof
here.
Ž  4N Ž Ž .. .THEOREM 4.2. Let X, w , d x be a recurrent IFS withj j1 i j 1 i, j N
Ž N . Ž N .attractor K and let T : C K ,  C K , be its associated submarko
operator. And let T be the corresponding submarko operator on the
Ž .symbolic space  as in the introduction. Suppose that log d x is Lipschitz.i j
1 i, jN, and T is irreducible. Then we hae
Ž . Ž N . Ž N .i there exist  0, h C K , with h 0 and M K , 

² :with e,   1 such that
² :T h h, T*  , h,   1.
Ž . n n ² : Ž N .ii  T f f,  h uniformly, for all f C K , .
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Ž  4N Ž Ž .. .Proof. Let ,  , d x be the corresponding recurrentj j1 i j 1 i, j N
Ž N . Ž N .IFS as in the introduction and let T : C ,  C , be the
associated submarkov operator.
Recall that  :  K is the model map. We first note that since  is
Ž .onto and by the choice of 	 , log d x is also Lipschitz on , 1 i, jN.i j
Ž .On the other hand, since T is also irreducible, by Theorem 4.1 i , one
can find h ,  , and  0 such that T h  h , T    , and       
² :h ,   1. 
1 Ž N . ² : Ž .Now let    M K , . Then e,   1. By 0.4 , i.e., 

Ž . Ž . Ž N .T f  T f , f C K , , then T* .
Ž . Ž N .  n n 4Since  is onto, by Theorem 4.1 ii , for each f C K , ,  T f n1
Ž N . Ž n. nis a Cauchy sequence in C K , . Thus lim 1 T f exists, for alln
Ž N . Ž n. n Ž .f C K , . Let h lim 1 T e. Using 0.3 again, we see thatn
² :h h . Thus h 0, h,   1, and T h h.
Ž . Ž .To prove part ii , using the surjectivity of  again and Theorem 4.1 ii ,
Ž N .we see that for each f C K , ,




The author thanks Professor K. S. Lau for many valuable suggestions for the paper.
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